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CHAPTER ONE
ntrodu c tion and Frior Pesearch
The underlying assumption of this study may be briefly stated.
It proposes to examine by experimental means the differences under-
lying the measurement of reading- comprehension when two different
measures are used: the multiple-choice type requiring- the identifi-
cation of a correct answer among a group of suggested answers, and
the essay type requiring the unaided reproduction of the ideas
assimilated in the reading. It will be observed on reading the nlan
and conduct of the experiment that the multiple-choice examination
is not a usual one, for in its administration the reader is not
allowed to refer to the article at sny time after testing has begun.
Our working hy othesis states that the multiple-choice examination
which is referred to as the measure of recall by recognition does
not rank a class of students of a single grade in the same relative
order as does the essay examination, which is referred to as the
measure of recall by reproduction . Not only will the rank order
be different but the relationship existing- between the two will
be extremely insignificant. Simultaneously, study will oe made of
the relationships existing between pupil achievement on these two
measures and the factors of chronological age, mental ajre
,
reading
age, and sex. The reproductions will be examined to determine the
nature and extent of error. Conclusions will be restricted to these
data as obtained at a single grade level.
-c
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Before turning to the inves tigations pertinent to the subiect
matter of this thesis, it seems most necessary to clarify the terms
recall, reproduction, identification, and recognition as they are used
both here and in related investigations . Dietze (1) says of recogni-
tion, it "is the abilit y to identify as previously experienced that
which is recalled." This definition has been used here and its
application simplified by calling the common element of both the
multiple-choice and essay tests, recall. In the multiple-choice test
the possible facts are recalled by the j terns in the te?t and one item
is open to identification as the thing; previously experienced. In
the essay type examination the possible facts must be both recalled
and identified by active self -initiated thought. In the first type
we have nualified the word recall by adding- the term recognl tion
to denote the recognition of the coreect choice. In the essay type
the word, recall, has been qualified by addin^- the term reproduction
to denote the process of active formation of the recalled idea.
A survey of pertinent investigations reveals no single study
devoted to exactly the same theme as this thesis. Those reviewed
may be roughly classified under five heads:
1 . Studies of recall and recognition made under laboratory
conditions
.
2. Studies concerning the comparison of the essay examination
with the objective or new-type examination.
CD A. Q. Dietze; "Factual Memory of Secondary School Pupils
for a Short Article Which They Read A Single Time", Doctoral Thesis
University of Pittsburgh (1930)
(
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3. Studies concerning the reproduction orally or in writing
of material read or heard.
Studies concerning the effect of a single reading of
factual material.
5. Studies concerning the measurment of reading material
more complex than the factual type.
6. Analytical studies of the quality of reproduced material
following reading or listening.
There are countless laboratory experiments in recall and
recognition but two have been chosen as typical. I\ulhall (1),in
1915, reported an experiment in which four sets of fifteen cards
composed of pictures, forms, words, and symbols were .resented in
sets for learning. Presentation was followed by reproduction which
was, in turn, succeeded by a request for the correct identification
of the presented forms from among- a group of thirty. The relationship
between the ability to reproduce and the ability to recognize was
determined by comparing the number of presentations necessary for
one-nundred per-cent reproduction and recognition. Myers (2), in
191^, reported an experimental study in which words, ten to twenty,
(1) E. F. Iv.'ulhall; Experimental Studies in Recall and l-ecog-
nition" American Journal of Psychology, XXVI (1915)pp. 217-28
(2J 0. C. Myers; "A Comparative Study of L ecognition and Recall"
Psychological Review XXI (191*0 pp. ^2-^56
t<
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were pronounced to cnildren as in an ordinary spelling test. One-
half an hour later, the pupils were unexpectedly asked to recall and
then identify the words which had previously been pronounced. The
recognition efficiency was two and one-half times the efficiency of
reproduction and the total recognition was four times that of repro-
duction .
A survey of the experiments which comoare objective and essay
type examinations are apropos to a more complete background of know-
ledge for this study. They do not obviate the necessity for making-
it for they are dealing for the most part with the testing of course
material at the end of a semester or year and do not concern themselv-
es with the two types of tests as measures of reading comprehension.
These studies do, however, indicate certain qualities of the two
measures which should be noted. EurichO) using a four part mid-term
test in Educational Psychology, the parts of which were each of a
different type showed a correlation between essay and multiple-choice
tests of .97 corrected for attenuation. Horey(2) using 102 students
in a class in Educational Psychology pave a three hour examination
consisting of two parts: a. ninety-six multiple-choice and thirteen
matching exercises and b. six essay questions. A correlation
c omputed between the two parts of this test covering an entire
(1) A. C. Eurich; "Four Types of Examination Compared and
Evaluated", J. of Educ . Psych. XXII (April, 1921) pp. 268-278
(2) S. M. Corey; "The Correlation Between New Type and Essay
Examination Scores", School and Society XXXII (Dec. 20, 1970) pp. 849-
850
<<
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semester's work rave a corrected coefficient of .93. Neither of
these two studies makes any attempt to differentiate among the types
of subject matter that the questions cover but Sims(10> went one step
K
further by breaking down the typical essay examination into two types
of ouestion: a. objective^ simple recall and short answer) and b. dis-
cussion( criticize
,
discuss, explain, interpret, trace, etc.). In
an examination riven to thirty-three students in General Psychology,
he broke down the essay questions as noted above and correlated the
scores of the separate sections with a typical new type examination.
He discovered an interesting disparity between the correlations.
New type correlation with the objective essay questions was 1.01
which can be construed as practically unity. (This correlation is,
of course, the result of correction for a ttenua tion
.
Q New type
correlation with the discussion type was only .6^ and the objective-
essay correlation with discussion-essay questions was only .53*
indicating a low but positive relationship which led him to believe
that some uncommon factor existed for which the new type examination
was not an adequate measure.
As may be noted in the studies of the last paragraph, when the
experimental situation mare nearly represents the actual study setting
of regul- r students, it makes the results of such experimentation more
meaningful. The iirst four studies under group three oonccrning"
(1) V. M. Sims ; "Essay Examinations Classified on the Basis
of Objectivity", School and Society XXXV (Jan. 15, 1932) pp. 100-2
(
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concerning reproduction are of the practical type all dealing with
the written reproduction of material read or heard. Grayd), in
191^, and Holmes( 2) , in 191*f, both produced reading tests depending
on reproductions. Gray's test consisted of one 250 word paragraph
to be read and reproduced. -his reproduction was followed by ten
questions to be answered in writing. The score was based on the num-
ber of words remaining after all extraneous matter was removed.
Holmes's was a similar test with paragraphs of about 250 words to
read and reproduce. His test had seven questions following the
written reproduction. The scoring v.*as based on thirty-five key
ideas against which the reproductions were marked. On both tests
the scoring was somewhat complicated and, within the writer's
knowledge, neither test is used today. In 1916, Brown( ?) construct-
ed a measure of the ability to read consisting of one 800 word
selection which the pupil was allowed one minute to read afte/which
be would underline the last, word read and make a written reproduction.
A rather complicated unit of scoring was derived from the product
of the rate and comprehension scores. A fast rate would seem to
offset low comprehension and vice-versa. The comprehension score
was an average of a ouality comprehension score consisting of perf-
ectly reproduced points and a ouantity comprehension score consisting
of ciil points reproduce^ with any claim to correctness.
(1) S. Gray; \ c'ilent reading Test, Chicago Univ. Press (191*0
(2) H.W. Holmes; The Holmes Reading Test, Harvard Univ. Press
(191*0
(3) H.a. prown;"The Measurement of Ability to Read" Bull. No.1
Dept. of Public Ins true tion-Eureau of Research (1916) Concord, W.H.
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Gates' (1) data indicate almost zero correlation between brown's
comprehension scores and all of eight other reading measures which
led Gates to say that the r.rown Test "is not a measure of comprehen-
sion at least when scored by Frown' s method." Shaw(2$, in 1896,
reported a study in which a 32*+ word story divided into 152 parts
was read to the students at the third, fourth, fifth, and ninth
grades, and at the second and fourth years in high -school . At the
seventh grade level, the story was read by the pupils. An ample
time limit of three minutes was allowed for the reading, and repro-
duction followed. The author noted a consistent increase in ability
to reproduce to trie adolescent period. This tendency seems to
parallel the general growth curve. Shaw analyzed for error in the
reproductions and noted four distinct kinds: omissions, insertions,
substitutions, and misplacements. The next step within this group
concerning reproductions consisted in noting- studies that invited
comparison between two types of measuring instruments. This is not
a repetition of group two studies for here we are concerned with the
comparison of the measures when used to measure reading comprehension
only. Kailom(3), in 1920, conducted an informal study in grades
four to ei^ht in which he submitted paragraphs of 100 to 150 vords
(1) A.I. Gates; "An Experimental and Statistical Study of
Reading and Reading Tests", J. of Ed. Psych. XII, No. 6( Sept .1921
)
pp. 303-30*+; No. 7(0ct. 1921 )pF . 378-391 ; No. 8(Not.1921 )pp.M+5-^6*f
(2) J.C. Shaw; "A Test of Memory in School Children"
Pedagogical Seminary IV (1896) 61-78
(3) Kallom; "Reproduction as a Measure of Peading Ability"
J. of Educ. Research, No. 5, (May, 1920) pp. 359-368
i
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to children for a single reading followed by reproduction plus^tf a
series of questions to be answered in writing. Kallom's observation
led him to the conclusion, which was of necessity sub.jec tive , -that
:
"It is the relation between words, phrases, and sentences which make
for the dif ficul ty( in reproduction) rather than the meaning of the
individual words, phrases, and sentences." He made a further statem-
ent that: "On the other hand, answers to carefully selected questions
yield as rood a measure of pupils ability to read as does reproduction,
and the answers are easier to score. That they yield as good a
measure he does not prove. Torrent ( 1 ), in 1935i i n a study of the
fluency of oral expression was able to compare oral reproduction
of a short paragraph , seventy-two words, with recognition on a
multiple choice test containing fourteen items. She stated that
her testing was too short for statistically significant results
so was only able to note that the unaided oral recall was generally
inferior to identification on multiple-choice items. Potter(2)
studied the likenesses of oral and written recall in grades three to
six. She did not include critical ratios so that differences noted
may not have been significant, but she did note that written recall
seems to be produced better than oral recall unless the material
is difficult tor the p-rade; then oral recall jg better.
(1) K.E. Torrent; "Fluency in Oral Expression"
,
Unpublished
Master's Thesis, poston University, The School of Education (1935)
(2) F. Potter; "Comparison of Oral Recall with Written Recall
in Kiddle Grades", Unpublished Master's Thesis, Poston University,
The School of Education, (193*0
c(
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The next two studies , which are devoted to the effect of a
single reading- of factual material are closely allied to each other;
and, because of the method of testin.fr, are pertinent to this study.
Dietze's (1) which is the least applicable of the two consisted of
three short articles ( 1061 -1 279 words) accompanied by mul tipleAchoice
questions(100-125 Questions per article). t)ietze concluded that a
single reading of factual material was of almost no value in terms
!r J
of long term retention. This reinforces the conclusions of Yoakam(2)
earlier study which contained a comparison of identification and
recall. Yoakamte worH consisted of eight selections representing
elementary school subjects and varied in length from 600 to 1200
words. Information acquired by a single reading was tested by two
types of test: a. multiple-choice, and b. short question and answer
tests. By controlling the factors of previous knowledge and motivati-
on through the use of a pretest, the effect of a single reading was
made to appear negligible in terms of facts retained after a delay
period. No real comparison was made between the two types of test
used except to note the obviously higher scores on the tests asking
for identification than on the tests asking for partial reproduction-
recail(short answer) . Tyler ("5) carried this line of investigation
(1) A.oc . Cit .
(2) G. Yehdcam; "The Effect of A Single Reading", Univ. of Iowa,
Studies in education, II, No. 7, (192A-)
(3) R.W. Tyler; "Measuring the Ability to Infer", Educational
Research Bulletin, IX, No. 17 (Not. 19,1930) pp. 475-^80
<(
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one step further by proposing the hypothesis that: first, there was
little relationship between the ability to temember zoological infor-
mation and the ability to make inferences from that information; and,
second, there was little relationship between the ability to draw
original inferences and the ability to identify a correct inference
in a group of suggested inferences. His second point is closely
connected with the theme of this study. He found that the correlation
between the ability to remember zoological information and the ability
to make inferences from that information equalled .29 and the correla-
tion between the ability to draw original inferences and to identify
the correct inference from among a group equalled . 38. The conclusion
to be drawn .seems obvious-that some factor existed in the making of
original inferences that was not measured by the multiple-choice typeJ
of instrument.
The last group consisted of two investigators who have
analyzed the quality of comprehension reflected in the answering
of simple essay tyx>e questions and the develppment of the complexity
of thought as reflected in composition sentence structure through
the elementary trades. They are both pertinent for they gave cues
to the analysis of inadequate reproductions in this study.
Thorndike( 1 ) , in 1917* made careful analysis of the responses of
200 j.upils in prOie sir, to simple questions baser? on the reading
(1) E.L. Thorndike "Reading as Peasoninc" , j. D f Educ. Psych.
VIII, No. 6.
,
(June, 191 7) pp. 359-368
/V
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of a very brief paragraph( fifty-six words). He found that reading nay
be inadequate due to: one, "wrong- connections with the words .singly"
;
two, "overpotency or under potency of elements"; and, three, "failure
to treat the ideas produced by the reading as provisional, and so to
inspect and welcome or reject them as they appear." Hoppes(l)
reported a study of the written expression of elementary school
children
t
in which the development of complexity of sentence structure
progressed markedly from p-rade to grade through the elementary grades.
Whether increasing complexity of sentence struature is correlated
with increasing complexity of the ideas handled was not studied.
Each of thesfcmen was trying to go more deeply into the thought
structure that made for the written expression of ideas. Such an
analysis could only be made through the use of essay type response.
Every one of these studies touches some phase of this thesis.
Prom the related parts of them weuld be constructed the elements
of this study, and from such a construction at least an inkling as
as to the probable outcomd^was possible.
(1) W.C. Hoppes; "Some Aspects of Growth in Written Expression"
Elementary English Review, X, (March, 1933) ; p.&7
«<
CHAPTER TV/0
The Preliminary Experiment
The aims, materials, pupils, and summary of the results
The experimental material of this study was developed with
the primary aims clearly in view; i.e., a comparison of two dif-
ferent measures in the measurement of readinp comprehension. The
requisite was a series of short selections, the material of which
would be interesting- but not familiar to the readers. From the
Peader's Digest, four selections were chosen ranging in length from
168 to 268 words. They varied in type from the simple narrative
of the "Accident" through stories containing; a larger number of
facts and more involved patterns.
A five-choice type test was constructed containing- as many
items as possible to correspond with the facts or ideas expressed
in the selections. A separate multiple-choice test was so made for
each of the four selections.
The try-out group consisted of ^6 pupils, the entire ninth
grade, from the Thomaston, Connecticut, public schools. Thomaston
is a small industrial town in Central Connecticut with its chief
industry The Thomas Clock Co. The inhabitants include a fair cross
section of the population with a good number of highly skilled
workers. T'o attempt was made to clearly define the nature of this
try-out group in terms of are, intelligence, or reading skill for
the aims there were merely to see how well the test was adapted to
the orimary aims of the experiment and how well the instructions
tc
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of the examiner, etc. furthered those aims.
The instructions given to the pupils were simple, consisting
of a caution to read the story once at the usual reading speed
and then to turn a»d Ch en "bo tttm the selection face down again,
but to read it carefully for they would have to remember what they
had read. The selections were distributed one at a i ime accompan-
ied by a piece of yellow paper. The signal to procped was fiven
and a time lii^it of two words per second was allowed so that all
mie-ht be expected to finish. The selections were then removed and
all were told to write on the blank manila paper all that they could
remember about the selection. Ample time to finish the reproduction
was given and the multiple-choice test was distributed for immediate
marking. It should be noted that neither the reproduction not the
marking of the multiple-choice test was aided by an opportunity
to look back at the selection, for only one reading was allowed.
The objective test came last so that its suggestive tendency would
not reinforce the memory of the students. The same administration
procedure was followed^with each of the four selections. All four
were then scored as a single test.
The method of scoring the objective test was merely the
obtaining of the sum of the correct answers with a corredtion of
number right minus number wron°- in the two questions calling for
many answers out of a long series. The method of scoring the repro-
ductions consisted in marking as right those statements containing
the facts measured in the multiple-choice test. By restricting the
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scoring tb those facts, a comparison between the two tests was made
possible. ^'he fact had to be not only correct as a mumerical or
factual entity, but the statement had to present the fact in its
right relationship with the rest of the selection. For example,
the story about the pire^ons states that the pigeon flew from
Arras to Saigon; the multiple-choice item says "He flew to the
city of a. Arras, b. Saigon, c. Milan, d. Shanghai, e. Rangoon;
now, the reproduced statement that says the pigeon made this longest
trip on record in a boat from Areas to Saigon would receive no
credit for the facts contained, because the fact that it was a f 1 i-
p-ht and not a boat trip invalidates and throws out of correct patt-
ern the essential fact of traveling from Arras to Saigon.
It must be remembered that the aims of this preliminary
testing were to refine the test itself and to improve the admin-
istration ctf it. For this reason, only a brief summary of the results
is given to record the trends later reinforced by the main study. •
The reliability coefficients of the two tests were high when we
realize they v/ere obtained at a single grade level. Using the
split-half, odd-even technique with corrections by means of the
Spearman -'Rrown formula, reliability coefficients of +.?5 +. P.E. .0*f
on the multiple-choice test and + .89+_ P.E. .02 on the reproduction
test were obtained. The relationship between the two tests equal-
ed r= + .28^ P.E. .09.
Some clue to the reaction of the readers to both identifica-
tion and reproduction was obtained from the comparative ease with
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which they were able to identify or recall. The average success-
ful identification equaled seventy-five percent on the total scale.
Within this total are found percentages for the separate paragraphs
ranging from sixty-five to seventy-eight percent. The average succ-
essful reproduction equalled forty-two percent on the total scale
with a range on the separate paragraphs of from 29 to fifty-one
percent. The percentage derived by dividing the average repro-
duction by the average identification is fifty-six percent and
represents a comparison between the amount reproduced and the
amount recognized by the average subject. In other words, only
a little over half of those ideas that could be identified could
also be reproduced.
This preliminary testing accompli shed its aims. It indicated
that the story of the "Accident" was too simple. That simplicity
seemed to lie in the nature of the story- a short smoothly-running
narrative with xacts so dramatic that they were difficult to miss
at the ninth grade level. It was deleted and the most difficult
of all the paragraphs( Insects ) was inserted. The instructions
were made more specific and printed for the examiner in a standard
form so that the pupils would know just what was expected of them
and could read with a specific objective in view.
((
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Appendix A.
Preliminary Materials
cc
ACCIDENT
I was sitting on the porch, sewing. John Paul was running his
scooter down the sidwalk, the gray kitten at his heels. The kitten
made a swift dart toward the. center of the street. John Paul sprang
after the Kitten. He was off the curb i n the ptfoh of h 'speeding oar
before I could call.
The boy in the car stopped and came back. He said straight-
forwardly to the Police; "I was going 50 late for a date." He
dosen't know whn t he has done. He has come often to the hospital
to ask after my boyj and this afternoon when heard wh" t the doctors
saic, he was relieved of all responsibility. "Gee, I'm gl'd.
If he'd died BOW, I'd have felt awful." There is no case against
the driver ; he ha s no mono}'- to lose. He is probably thanking his
stars tonight that he got out of it so easily,
I am not writing just as John Paul's mother j I am writing for
all people who have had to suffer for this irresponsible crippling
of someone dear to them, who have had to rebuild lives as I shall
have to do.
Is there no one to speak for the fifty-thousand people crippled each
year by soneone's carlessness? Is there no way of arousing the conscience
of the drivers of this nation? It is too late for my boy, but not for
other childhood, as yet whole, able, free.
c
ACCIDENT
1. The mother was occupied in
a. sewing."
b. rending.
c. knitting.
d. preparing dinner.
e. writing.
2. The boy's name was
a . Paul John. n .
b. Peter Paul.
c. John Pp. ul.
d. Peter John
e. Peter Paul.
3. The little boy was traveling
a. on the grass.
b. in the street, 12.
o. on the sidewalk*
d. on the porch.
e. in the yard.
4. The boy was traveling on
a. roller skates.
b. a bicycle. 13 #
c. a scooter—bike
d. a scooter.
e. a tricycle.
5» The kitten's color was
a. white.
b. brown.
c. yellow,
di gray.'
e. black.
6. The main reason for the accident was that
a. the boy was playing on the sidewalk.
b. he did not listen to lis mother.
c. he ran into the street.
d . he was playing in the street
e. the kitten wr. s chasing the boy.
7. The youth in -the oar
a. kept going,
b^ slov,red up.
o. stopped and came back.
d. went after the police.
e. took the little boy to the hospital.
8. The boy in the oar was
a. sneaky boy.
b. an honest boy.
c. a liar.
d. a murderer.
e. a hit and run driver.
9« The driver's speed had been
a. 30 miles per hour.
b. 40 miles per hour.
c. 50 miles per hour.
d. 60 miles per hour.
e. 7° miles per hour.
10, When the driver heard the doo*<rx>'s
oomments, he was
a. sad.
b. glad."
14
15.
16.
17.
c.
d.
e.
angry,
fright ened
.
so rry
.
The little boy was
a. injured
b. injured but will completely
recover.
o. injured and died later,
d ". ifct injured,
e. killed.
The mothor of the boy felt that
a. it was her son's fnult .
b. it was no one's fault.
c. they wore both r. t fr.ult.
d. it was the law's fault.
e. it was the driver's fault.
The court will
a. jail the driver.
b. fine the driver.
o. take away the driver's license.
d. warn the driver.
e. do nothing to the driver.
The mother is writing for
a. all people.
b. others like herself,
o. her own boy.
d . other boys.
e. other drivers.
She is writing in order to
a. punish the driver.
b. save her boy.
c. awaken the police.
d. do away with automobiles.
e. save other children.
How many 'a re crippled each year?
a. 5,000.
b. 30,000
c'. 50,000
a; 55,000
e. 6o,000
According to the mother, the
accidents are caused by
a, high speed driving
b. cruelty to children,
o. boys going on dates.
d. drunken drivers.
e. oarelessness
.
QC
PIGE#NS
On August 15, 1931, a homing pigeon tos released in Arras,
France, to find his way back to Saigon, Indo-China, 7200 miles
away. He arrived at his destination just 24 days after his take-
off, completing the longest homing pigeon flight ever recorded.
Yet nobody on earth can explain how homing pigeons do it* In
short flights over familiar territory a pigeon might set his
course by landmarks, spiraling until hi sees a familiar tree
or steeple and thereby getting his bearings. But the bird which
flew from Arras to Saigon traveled in the hold of a ship around
India, through the Red Sea and the Mediterranean* He had no
opportunity to select landmarks, and he certainly could not
sec 7200 milos #
Not even a bird's eye view is necessary. A bird which was
released at some distance from Fort Bliss, near El Paso, Texas
was caught and had his wings clipped by someone who wtnted to keep
him but returned to the fort some days Inter, walking.
(
PIGEONS
1. The month wss.
a. March
b. April
o. August
d. September
3. October
2. The day of the month was the
a. 5th
i
b. 8th."
o. 15th.
d. 18th
:
" e. 25th.
3. The year was
a. 1920*
b. 1921.
o. 1925.
d. 1930*
' e. 1931*
4. The bird began to fly at
a. Iran.
b. Saigon.
o. Marseilles.
d. Villon.
e. Arras.
5» He flew to the city of
a* Arras.
b. Saigon.
c. Milan.
d. Shanghai.
e. Rangoon.
6. The flight was between two of the
following places-^
a. India f. China
b. France g. Spain
o. Sumatra h'. United States
d. England i°, Italy
e. Indb-Chinaj. French Guiana
7. The distance' of the flight was about
a. 700 miles.'
b. 1700 miles,
o. 2700 miles.
d. 5700 miles.
e. 7 2°0 miles.
8. The time'for the flight was just
a. 1 day."
b. 4 days."
o. 14 days!
d. 24 days!
e. 34 days.
9. Traveling to his starting point the
bird went around
a. Ohina
b. India
o. Africa
d. Indo-China
e. Italy.
10. This flight was called the
a. Swiftest
b* most accurate
O. most difficult
d. longest,
e* strangest.
11. To reach his starting point the bird
crossed which two of the following
a". Red Sea
b. Black Sea
o". Adriatic Sea.
d. Dead Sea.
e. Atlantic Ocean.
f. Baltic Sea.
g« North Sea.
h. Mediterranean Sea.
i i Caspian Sea ,
12. The article gives which one of the
following explanations of the flight?
a. Tie pigeon selected landmarks on
the out going trip.
b. The pigeon rose to a great height
to see his goal*
c. The pigeon followed radio beams.
d. The pigeon found his way by instinc
e. No ohe knows how the pigeon made
the flight sucessfully.
13* The second bird mentioned in the story
was released from.
a. Fort Wayne.
b. Fort Knox.
C. Fort Banning.
d. Fort Worth
e. Fort Bliss.
14. This fort is near.
a. Houston.
b. El Paso.
c. Sa n A nt onio
•
d. Galveston.
e. Panhandle.
15» Some one clipped the pigeon's wings
because he
a. disliked pigeons.
b. wanted to watch it.
c. was cruel.
d. didn't know any better.
e. wanted to keer) it.
16. The story says that the second pigeon.
a. died.
b. never could fly again.
c. flew baok in a strange way.
d. returned in toot.
e. ha d to bo retrained.
(r
PAINTER
Some 11 years ago, a magazine editor handed me the following
notation; "Rex Brasher, bird painter, Bog Hollow near Kent, Conn,,
said to be 20th oentury Audubon."
In a blinding blizzard, I slithered over the road to Bog Hallow
and found the artist back in the woods under the eaves of Rattlesnake
Mountain, Brasher was about 55 & t the tine, weather—bronzed, tall,
friendly. Since the age of 20 he has been engaged in the stupendous
task of painting all the birds known to North America*. He has lain in
sneak boats in swamps and shivered in icy water to catch the wing-sweep
of waterfowl. He has crouched in burdock patches and briars for a
glimpse of his elusive subjects. Then isolating himself in this one
tine moonshiners cottage, he has painted summer and winter, from sunrise
to dark.
All that afternoon I sat in his drafty concrete studio hut, a kind
of fireproof box. He took down folio after folio of water color paintings
870 of them, showing 1201 species and sub—species accurate in posture
and form, even to the iris of the eyes, sketched from life in natural
colors—all the birds you have seen on this continent.
i
PAINTER
1. When <5id this ' writer visit the pointer?
a. 1 year ago.'
b. 3 years r.go'.
c. 7 years ago,'
d . 11 years ago.
e. 13 years ago.
2. The pr. inter came to the writer's
attention through
a. the pointer's works.
b. r. magazine -article.
c. a sign in the road.
d. a chance meeting,
e. an editor.
3» The painter's name is
a . Dcx Brasher
b. Res Brasher.
c. Brex Basher
d. Ned Brasher
e. Rex Blasher.
4, The painter lives in
a. Bog Hollow.
b. Log Hollow.
c. Dog Hollow.
d. Hog Hollow.
e. Fog Hollow,
5» This hollow* is near the town of
a. Brewster.
b. Reading.
c. Kent.
d . N ewt on.
e. Washington.
6. The painter was cnlled a 20th
century
n. Currier.
h'. Walton."
0. C. Audon
d. Audubon.
e. Thoreau.
7. The name of the mountain is
a. Copperhead Mountain.
b. Trmnderhead Mountain.
c. Haystack Mountain.
d. Bird Mountain.
e. Rattlesnake Mountain.
8. How old was the painter at the
time of the interview?
a, 45 years old.
b. 5° years old.
o, 53 years old.
d • 55 years eld.
e, 58 years old.
9» The painter is described as
a. Tall
b. Stopped.
c. Dark.'
d. Tired."
e. Gloomy.
10. The writer visited the painter
a. On a f a ir day.
b. In a rain storm.
c. In a thunderstorm.
d. In a blizzard.
e. In a fog.
11, The painter's manner was
a. Slow,
b. Quiet.
C. Fr&endly.
d. Abrupt.
e. Nervous.
12. The pa inter had started work
a. 18.
b. 20.
o. 21,
d. 22.
c. 23.
13» His life work was to paint all
the birds of
a
. New England .
b. Southern New England.
c. North America.
d. Connecticut
e. United States.
14. The artist's subjects were
referred to as
a. Wild.'
b. Timid.
c. Temperame nt al .
d. Swift.
e. Elusive.
15« The artist's studio had once
belonged to
a. A moonshiner,
b . An art ist .
'
c. An actress.
d. A singer.
e. A poet.
16. The artist did his painting in
what part ofnthe year.
a. Summer only,
b. Winter only
c. Spring only.
d. Fall only.
e. Summer and winter.
(c
>
(Fainter (cont.)
l7« The artist printed
a. All dr.y
b. All morning.
c. All afternoon.
d. All evening.
e. Both day and night.
24. The pictures were referred to as
being
a
.
Expertly do ne .
b. Well done.
c. Accurately don»»
d. Fairly well 'done,
e. Poorly done.
18. The artist's studio was made of
b. Planks'.
c. Bricks.
d. Concrete.
e. Stones.
19« The studio was spoken of as being
A. Cold
. "
"
b. Drafty,
c. Attractive.
d. Dark.
e. Wot.
20/ The stucHc was compared to a
a. Boat in a 'swamp,
b. Snake den,
c. Fire'trap.
d . Bo p.t .
e. Cave.
21, Tfv artist did his drawings in
a. Oil.
b'. Vhtcr Color.
c. Pencil.
d. Chalk.
e . I nk
.
22, The artist showed how many folios?
a. 170.
b. 370.
c. 58o;
d. 780.
e. $70.
23» How many species and sub-species
had been sketched?
a. 1020.
b. 2010.
o. 1021.
d. 1012.
e. 1201,
a. logs.
(c
c
MICE
Over a thousand people wre breeding mice in the British Isles todr.y a nd
scarcely a week passes without a Mouse Show somewhere. So sensational hr\s the
craxe become that a finely colored specimen is worth up to 750 dollars.
Prize mice come not only in black and white but in red, chocolate, blue,
and cream. The perfect mouse should be seven or eight inches long from nose-
tip to tail-tip, the tail being about the same length as the body and tapering
to an end like a whiplash. Eyes should be large, and ears erect and wide apart.
Most mouse breeders are primarily interested in exhibiting their pets at
shows, with the chance of earning 25 to 50 dollars in prizes. Many of the breed
however, are doctors who dTind the mioe invaluable for testing food values. A
mouse's reaction to food closely resembles an infant's and is much quicker. The
effect of a change of nourishment can be seen in an hour on a mouse while it mig
not appear in the case of a baby for a week, by which time much harm might have
been done. A factor which is r. coming industry in the raising of mice is the
demand Cor ladies'coats of mouse skins. About 400 skins go into a full-leng"th
coat which sells for $350.
Mouse breeding is an easy hobby; for, mice, unlike rp.ts, have no diseases;
and they r.rc cheap to feed. At a cost of between fifty and seventy-five cents
ft day, one mousery feed 3000 mice on oats, raw eggs, milk, and bread. But no
oheese(- it overheats their blood.
(
MICE
1. About how many people arc breeding mice?
1,000
b. 1,500
o*. 2^00
a; 5,000
e. 10,000
2. The story concerns people in
a'. The British Empire.
b •England
c. The British Isles,
d . Scotia nd .
e. Britain and France.
3.
A mouse show is held about once
a. day.
b. a v/eek.
oi every two weeks,
d . in four weeks
c. in six weeks.
4. A good specimen is worth up to
a. 50 dollars.
b. 250 dollars.
c. 500 dollars.
8. The tail should be about
a. 2|r times as long as the Body,
bi twice as long as the body,
oi 1%- times as long as the body.
d. the same length as the body.
e. 3/4 the length of the body,
9. The mouse's tail is compared to
a
.
ai rnt's tail."
b» flower stem,
o. piece of string.
d. taper.
e . wh i p la s h .
10. The passage states that the eyes
of good s pec imens ~oug ht to be
a. close together.
Id. bright.
c. clear.
d. sharp.
e. large.
11. The ears of a mouse. should have
which two of these qualities?
d. 750 dollars a. They should be erect
•
e. 1,000 dollars. b. They should be thin.
o. They should be furry.
Underline the colors of mice mentioned d. They should be long.
in the passage
. e. They should be wide apart.
a
. black f. blue f . They should be al ert.
"
b. white g. cream They should be t ipped .
c. green ft. yellow ft. They should be sens itive.
d. pink i. chocolate i. They should be po i nted •
e . red j • ora ng e » 3. They should be veined .
6, Tne porfect mouse should be how long? 12.
About 3|- inches.
h'. About 5"£ inches.
o. About 7?" inches.
d. About 9a inches.'
e. About 10-1- inches.
7. This measurement is from
a. shoulder to tip of tail.
b. tip of nose to base of tail,
oi shoulder to base of tail.
d. tip of nose to tip of tail.
e. shoulder to feet.
13.
Most mouse breeders
ed in
ai medicine.
b. exhibitions.
c. fur coats.
d. pet shops.
e. mice feeding.
The coming industry' is
s. mice in medicine,
b. mouse shows,
o. mouse breeding
d. mouse coats.
e. mouse food.
,rc interest-

MICE (oont ,
)
14. At a mouse show a mouse breeder
can win as much as
a. 10 dollars,
b! 15 dollars!
o. 35 dollars.
d. 50 dollars!
e. 75 dollars.
15. According to this story,
doctors use mice to test
a! medicine,
b! food."
c. serum.
d. blood.
e. other mice.
16. A mouse's reaction as
compared to a baby's is as
a! a df.y is to a week,
b! a day is to a month!"
o. a n hour is to • day.
d. an hour is to a week.
e. an hour is to a month.
l7« How m? ny mouse skins are used in
a ' full-length coat?
a. 200 mouse skins.
b
. 300 mouse skins.
c. 400 mouse skins.
d. 500 mouse skins!
e. oOO mouse skins.
18. A" full-length" coat sells for
a. 50 dollars,
b! 150 dollars,
o! 250 dollars.
d. 350 dollars!
e. 450 dollars.
20# For abo'ut 75^ per day, one
mousery fed
.
a. 30 mice."
b . 300 mice.
0. 35° mice.
d. 3,000 mice!
e. 3,500 mice .
21. Underline the foods they fed to
the mice.
a. bread and milk.
b. choc so
c. raisins
d. corn
e. raw eggs
f. wheat
g . or t s
h. cream
1. chopped meat
j. lettuce.
19. Mice are different from rats
in that they
a. are cheap to feed,
b! don't bite,
c! have short hair."
d. have no diseases.
e. hr ve large families.
c(
CKAPTEE THREE
Description of the Main Study
I. Materials
The materials of the main study consisted of Jsour selections.
They ranged from 169 to words in length. Their nature, briefly
stated in the order of their presentation, (See Exhibit at end of
this chapter) was as follows: 1. "Pigeons": a story of the homing
pigeon as evidenced by two famous flights, containing a number of
facts as to the length, direction, time, etc. of these escursions;
2. "Mice": a story of the multi-purpose breeding of mice in the British
Isl^s.; 3. "Painter" : a story of a "Twentieth Century Audubon"of
Kent
,
Connecticut; k . "Insects" ; a story portraying the anatomy,
habitat, and egg-laying characteristics of three insects: the grass-
hopper, the praying mantis, and the Japanese Peetle. All selections
were of a factual nature while
,
in addition, the first and last
selections demanded a rather careful mental organization of the
data if said data were to be placed in the ri^ht categories
.
As a result of the preliminary study, certain ambiguities had been
noted within the selections. Some inconsistencies between the
selections and the test items also were found. These were removed
by slight changes in the wording of either the selections or the
test questions. The source of the first three selections was the
"Reader's Digest" while the source of the last selection was "Cur
World ^oday" , a general ecience book used at the ninth prade level.
(
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A five-choice test was used as in the preliminary study with
the following general improvements: 1. A study of item validity
following the preliminary study indicated the presence of certain
items with minus or zero value in the difierentiation between the
top and bottom twenty-seven nercent of the preliminary group. The
items we indicated were strengthened or omitted. 2. All but two
of the items which had demanded two or more choices (those that
were not one out of five choice type) were made to conform or were
omitted. ~*>. The removal of the odd type eliminated the need for
any correction in the scoring. *f. Mistakes in the reproductions
of the preliiinary study were advantageously used as decoys in the
reconstruction of some of the multiple-choice items.
The number of items related to each selection was as follows
"Pigeons" 17+1
"Mice" 21 +1
"Painter" 25
"Insects" 16
79 +2= 81
The plus one represents a question in which two choices had to be
made. Each choice in these two questions was allowed one credit
h pnce a total of two greater than the items actually numbered.
II. Subjects
The subjects of the main study represented a cross section
of a ninth grade in a large suburban junior high school. They
*9&&x lived in a residential community having little or no local
industry. The socio-economic status of the families would seem
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to be higher than the average of the unselected American population.
The community is well run and the educational opportunities were
excellent
.
The quality of the subjects themselves is shown graphically
with*v explanation in the following pages of this chapter.
The total group consisted of seventy-two students who finrhed all
four of the selections. These students were drawn from four classes
each class representing a slightly different scholastic group; i.e.,
general, commercial, college, and tchnical. There were twenty girls
and fifty-two boys and all were from the ninth grade.
Graph 6ne is a distribution of the chronological ages of
the group as of the First of ^'arch, 19^1. A mean of fourteen years
and seven months is indicated which is the expected average age
for students at the eighth month of the eighth grade. Two thirds
of the group fall within the fourth month of the ninth grade
and th» first month of the eighth grade in terms of average chron-
ological age. From these data, we would conclude that the group
as of March 1, 19^1 is almost one year younger than the average
at this grade level when school entrance is effected after the
sixth birthday.
Graph Two is a distribution of the mental-ages of the group
as derived from the scores of a Henmon-Nelson Group Intelligence
Test . Using the I.Q. so derived as a constant, the examiner
computed mental-apres as of *'arch 1 , 19^1 with the aid of the
table in the appendix of "Measuring Intelligence" by Terman and
c
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Merrill and published by the '.Vorld Book Cot in 1937. A mean
sixteen years, two months was determined which corresponds to a
grade level of tenth grade, fourth month. Two thirds of the group
were within grade levels of eighth grade, fourth month to twelfth
grade, second month. From these data we would conclude that the
group is about one-half year advanced in terms of mental-age
above the average and that the range of mental-ages within the
grade is fairly large.
In Graph III a distribution of I.Q.s for the group is
presented to consider the factor of mental-age in relation to
the factor of chronological- age . The mean of the group was
determined at I. Q. 116 with two-thirds of the group falling
between 100 and 131. From these data , we would conclude that
the group is "brighter" than the average of the unselected American
population
.
To sum the data of Graphs One to Three inclusive, it would
be noted that the group under consideration in thj^is study is
younger, has a higher mental age, and is brighter than the average
of the unselected American population.
Graph Four presents a distribution of the group by percentiles
on the 1939 Iowa Every-Pu""pil Test, The Reading Comprehension Section,
This test was administered to these pupils at the second semester
of the eighth grade and the percentile scores are based on the
norms as established in the Iowa Public Schools on 8,175 pupils
at the eighth grade level. The graph indicates that there are a
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slightly greater number of this group above the fiftieth percentile
than below the fiftieth percentile. The spread seems normal
with fifty percent of the group with in the twenty-fifth and
seventy-=fif th percentiles. From these data , we could conclude
that the study group is representative of their grade level in the
skills measured by the Readinc Comprehension Section of the Iowa
Every-Pupil Test of Easic Skills.
III. The Conduct of the Experiment
The experiment was conducted between March 15,19^1
April 15, 19^1. As in the preliminary experiment, the instructions
were simple but were changed in order that the students would know
exactly what to do. They were as follows:
INSTRUCTION TO EXAMINER
(Words in capital letters are to be read aloud to the students)
Pass out selection No. I with piece of manila paper attached
face down on each students desk and say: THIS IS A TEST TO SEE
HOW WELL YOU CAN READ AND REMEMBER WHAT YOU READ. WHEN I SAY PEAD?
YOU ARE GOING TO TAKE THIS STORY BEFORE YOU AND READ IT THROUGH ONCE
AT YCUR USUAL READING RATE? NOT TOO SIOWLY AND NOT TOO SWIFTLY.
WHEN YOU ARE THROUGH READING IT ONCE? TURN THE STOPY FACE DOWN ON
YOUR DESK AND THEN WRITE ALL YOU CAN REMEMBER ON THE PIECE OF YEILOW
PAPER
. AFTER YOU HAVE FINISHED WRITING? I SHALL GIVE YOU A TEST ON
WHAT YOU HAVE READ. Allow all pupils to read and beedn writing;
then collect stories. As each pupil finishes writing, collect the
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reproduction and allow him to work on the objective test.
Caution all pupils to write their names on all papers.
These instructions indicate that there was no time pressure;
and, unlike most tests of reading comprehension, there was no refer-
ring- back to the story itself in either the reproduction or recog-
nition tests. The sequence of administration made the first test
a test of pure recall while the second test was made a test of
recognition of the correct answer among the series of suggested an-
swers. Although it is true that the active organization and repro-
duction of the story would increase somewhat the likelihood of
accurate recognition, there was no outside stimulus supplied as
v/ould have been the case if the objective test had been p-iven first.
The scoring was similar to the scoring in the preliminary
study. As indicated in section one of this chapter, a few of the
actual Questions were improved, but the scoring as before was based
on the questions asked for in the multiple-choice test. This meant
that both tests contained exactly the same number of tab—
e
thus
making a comparison more pertinent. In a few items within the
reproductions, the scorer was forced to decide rather arbitrarily
as to the Tightness or woongness of a statement. This discretion
would tend to reduce the reliability of the measure very slightly,
but the reproductions were all scored by one person for maximum
uniformity. The results of this scoring is presented in Chapter
Four under the heading "Analysis of Data".
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Appendix B.
Final Materials

!Pigeons
On August 15, 1931, a homing pigeon was released in Arras, France,
to find his way back to Saigon, Indo-China, 7200 miles away* 2e arrived
at his destination just 24 days after his take-off, completing the
longest homing pigeon flight ever recorded. Yet nobody on earth can
explain how hoining oigeons do it. In short flights over familiar
territory a pigeon might set his course by landmarks, spiraling until
he sees a familiar tree or steeple therebye getting his bearings. But
the bird which flew from Arras to Saigon traveled in the hold of a
ship around India, through the Red Sea and the ilediterranean. He had
no opportunity to select landmarks , and he certainly could not see
7200 miles.
Not even a bird's eye view is necessary. Another bird vm.a re-
leased near El Paso, Texas, which is some distance from Fort Bliss.
He was caught and had his wings clipped by someone who wanted to keep
him, but the bird returned to the fort some days later,, walking.

Name
.2 ^ /
Underline the correct answers.
Pigeons
1. The month v:as
a. inarch*
b. April,
c
,
d,
iVU^UStj
September
.
e. October.
2. The day of the month was the
a. 5th.
b. 8th.
c . 15th .
d. 18th.
e. 25th.
3. The year was
a. 1920.
b. 1921.
c. 1931_.
d. 1933.
e. 1939.
4. The bird began to fly at
a. Iran.
b. Saigon.
c. larseilles.
d. Villon.
e . Arras
.
5. he flew to the city of
a. Arras.
b. ^aif on.
c. Hi lan.
d. Paris.
e. Rangoon.
6. The flight was between the following
places
:
a. France and Spain.
b. France and China.
c. Prance and Africa.
d. France and India.
e. France and Indo-China.
7. The distance of the flight was about
a. 1720 miles.
b. 2000 miles.
c. 2700 miles.
d. 6800 miles.
e. 7200 mile s.
8. The time for the flight was just
a . 24 hours
.
. b . 48 hours
c . 14 days
.
d. 24 days.
e . 42 days
•
9 . Travel ing to his starting point the
bird v/ent around
a. China.
b . India.
c. Africa.
d. Indo-China.
e. Italy.
11. This flight was called the
a. swiftest.
b. most accurate.
c. most dangerous.
d. longest.
e. strangest.
12. To reach his starting point the bird
crossed which two of the following?
a. Red Sea_
b. Black Sea
c. Adriatic Sea
d. Dead Sea
e. Atlantic Ocean
f. Baltic Sea
g. north Sea
h. Aediterranean Sea
i . Caspian S ea
13. The story explained the success of
the flirht saying:
a. the pigeon selected landmarks on
the vay to the starting point.
b. the pigeon rose to a great height
to see his goal.
c . no one knew how he did it»
d. the pigeon found his way by luck.
e. the pigeon followed radio beams.
14. The second bird mentioned in the
story was released near
a. Houston.
b. CI Paso.
c. San Antonio.
d. Galveston.
e. Panhandle.
15. The bird's home was
a. Fort Wayne
.
b. Fort Knox.
c. Fort Benning.
d. Fort Worth.
e. Fort Bliss.
16. Someone clipped the pigeon's wings
because he
a. disliked pigeons.
b. wanted to rnarl: it.
c. liked pigeons' wings
•
d. didn't know any better.
e. wanted to keep it.
17. The story says that the second pigeon
a. died.
b. never could fly again.
c. flew back in a strange way.
d. returned on foot.
e. had to be retrained.
On the way to the starting
a. followed a ship.
b. traveled in a ship.
c. raced another bird.
d. followed landmarks.
e. traveled in a plane.
point the bird

Ilice
Over a thousand people are breeding mice in the British Isles today
and scarcely a week passes without a mouse show somewhere. So sensationa
has the craze become that a finely colored specimen is worth up to 750
dollars
.
Prize mice come not only in black and white but in red, chocolate,
blue, and cream. The perTect mouse should be seven or eight inches long
from nose-tip to tail-tip, the tail being about the same length as the
body and tapering to an end like a whiplash. Eyes should be large, and
ears erect and wide apart.
Most mouse breeders are chiefly interested in exhibiting their pets
at shows, with the chance of earning 25 to 50 dollars in prizes. Many
of the breeders, however, are doctors who find the mice invaluable for
testing food values. A mouse's reaction to food closely resembles an
infant's and is much quicker. The effect of a change of nourishment can
be seen in an hour on a mouse while it might not appear in the case of
a baby for a week, by which time much harm might have been done. A
coming industry in mouse raising is the demand for ladies' coats of
mouse skins. About 400 skins go into a full-length coat which sells
for #350.
Mouse breeding is an easy hobby for, mice, unlike rats, have no
diseases ; and they are cheap to feed. At a cost of between fifty and
seventy-five cents a day, one mousery fed 3000 mice on oats, raw eggs,
milk, and bread. But no cheese! - it overheats their blood.

Name
Underline the correct answers.
Mice
1. About how many people are breeding
nice?
a* 1,000
b. 1,500
c. 2,500
d. 5,000
e. 10,000
2. The story concerns people in
8.. Ireland.
b. England
c. The British Isles.
d. Scotland.
e. Britain and France*
3. A mouse show is held about once
a. a day.
b. a week.
c. every two weeks.
d . in four weeks
.
e. in six weeks*
4. A good mouse specimen is worth up to
a. 75 cents.
b. 2 dollars.
c. 50 dollars.
d. 350 dollars.
e . 750 dollars
.
11.
12,
13,
14.
5. All the colors of mice mentioned were
a. choc
.
, black, red,white, blue , cream.
b . yellow, cream, choc • ,black,blue ,white
•
c . black,white, choc
. ,
green, crec.n, blue.
d. pink, cream, choc
.
, blue, black,white
.
e . choc, orange, blue, black,white, pink.
15.
6. The perfect mouse should be about
a. 3 3/4 inches long.
b. 5-J inches long.
c. 7 3/4 inches long.
d. 9-g inches long.
e. 10 3/4 inches long.
7. A mouse is measured from
a. shoulder to tip of tail.
b. tip of nose to base of tail.
c. shoulder to base of tail.
d. tip of nose to tip of tail.
e. shoulder to feet.
16.
The ears of a mouse should have two
of these qualities.
a. They should be erect.
b. They should be thin.
c. They should be furry.
d. They should be long.
e. They should be r/ide apart.
f. They should be alert.
g. They should be tipped.
h. They should be sensitive.
i. They should be pointed,
j. They should be veined.
Most mouse breeders are interested
a. in medicine.
b. in exhibitions.
c. in fur coats.
d. in pet shops
.
e. in mice feeding.
The coming industry is
a. mice in medicine.
b. mouse shows.
c. mouse breeding.
d. mouse coats.
e. mouse food.
At a show, a breeder can win as much
as
a. 10 dollars.
b. 15 dollars.
c. 35 dollars.
d. 50 dollars.
e. 75 dollars.
Doctors use mice to test
a. babies.
b. medicine.
c. food.
d. blood.
e. other r.ice.
A mouse's reaction compared to a
baby 1 s is as
a. a day is to a week.
b. a day is to a month.
c. an hour is to a day.
d. an hour is to a week.
e. an hour is to a month.
)
8. The tail should be about
a. 2-|- times as long as the body.
b. 2 times as long as the body.
c. lg times as long as the body.
d. the same length as the body.
e. 3/4 times as long as the bocy.
9. The mouse's tail is likened to a
a. rat's tail.
b. flower stem.
c. piece of string,
ct. taper.
e. whiplash.
The eyes of a good specimen ought to
a. close together.
b. bright,
clear
.
sharp
large.
17. How many mouse skins are used in a
full-length coat?
a. 200 mouse skins.
b. 300 mouse skins.
c. 400 mouse skins.
d. 500 mouse skins.
e. 600 mouse skins.
18. A full length coat sells for
a. 50 dollars.
b. 150 dollars.
c. 250 dollars.
d. 350 dollars.
e. 450 dollars.
be
b.
c.
19. Mice are different from rats in that
they
a. are cheap to feed,
don't bite,
have short hair.
d. have no diseases.
e. have large families.
(Turn this page over and anawer two
more questions)
20. For about 75 cents per day one
inousery fed
a* 30 mice,
b. 500 nice,
c 350 nice,
d 3,000 mice,
e 3, 500 mice
•
21 The food of a mouse consists of
a oats, bread, e^gs, corn,
b cheese, bread, milk, oats,
o oats, milk, lettuce, cream,
d. eggs, bread, milk, oats,
3« ol.eese, oats, milk, eggs.
>Painter
Some 11 years ago, a magazine editor handed Me the following
notation: "Re:: Brasher # bird painter, Bog Hollo1.; near Kent, Conn.,
said to be the 20th century Aidubon."
In a blinding blizzard, I slithered over the road to Bog hollow
and found the artist back in the woods under the eaves of Rattlesnake
Mountain. Brasher was about 55 at the tine, weather-bronzed, tall,
friendly. Since the age of 20 he has been engaged in the stupendous
task of painting all the birds known to North America. He has lain in
sneak boats in swamps and shivered in icy water to catch the wing-sweep
of waterfowl. He has crouohed in burdock patches and briars for a
glimpse of his elusive subjects. Then isolating himself in this one-
tine moonshiners cottage, he has painted summer and winter, from sun-
rise to dark.
All that afternoon I sat in his drafty concrete studio hut, a
kind of fireproof box. He took down folio after folio of water color
paintings--870 of then, Showing 1201 species and sub-species accurate
in posture and form, even to the iris of the eyes, sketched from life
in natural colors—all the birds you have seen on this continent.

Underline the correct answer.
Painter
1. This writer visited the painter
a. 1 year ago.
b. 3 years ago.
c . 7 years ago
.
d • 11 year s ago.
e. 13 years ago.
2. The painter was made known to the
"writer by
a. the painter's x^orks.
b. a magazine article.
c. a sign in the road,
d . a chance meeting.
e. an editor.
11. The painter's manner was
a. slow.
b, quiet.
c • friend 1y
.
^-""^
d. abrupt
•
e. nervous.
12. The painter had been painting since
he was
a. 18.
b. 20^^.
c . ""21
.
d. 22.
e. 23.
3. The painter's name is
a. Dex Brasher.
b. Rex _Brasher.
o. Brex Rasher.
d. Ned Brasher.
e. Rex Blasher.
4. The painter lives in
a. BogJislLQVf*
b. Log Hollow.
c. Dog Hollow.
d. Hog Hollow.
e . Fog Hollow.
5. This Hollow is near the town of
a. Brewster.
b. Reading,
c . Kent t ...
d . Newt on
.
e. Washington.
6. The painter was called the 20th
century
a. Currier.
b. Walton.
o« Auden.
d. Audubon.
e . Thoreau.
7. The name of the mountain is
a. Battle Mountain,
b. Thunderhead Mountain.
c. Talcott Mountain.
d. Bird fountain.
e. Rattlesnake Mountain.
8. How old was the painter at the time
he met the writer?
a. 45 years old
b. 50 years old
c. 53 years old
old
old
d. 55years
e. 58 years
is described asThe painter
8.. J^1JU_,
>. stooped,
dark,
cold,
gloomy.
he writer visited the painter
. on a fair day.
. in a rain storm,
in a thunderstrrm.
in a blizzard.
iTTa." fog •
13, His life work was to paint all the
birds of
a. this city.
b. this county.
c. this state.
d. this country.
e. this continent.
14. The artist's subjects were referred
to as
a. v.'ild.
b. timid.
c . temperamental
.
d. swift.
e. elusive.
15, The artist's studio had once
belonged to
a. a moonshiner
.
b. ah artist.
c . an actress
.
d. a singer.
e. a poet.
16, The artist did his painting in what
part of the year?
a. Summer only
b. T/s inter only
c. Spring only
d. Fall only
e. Summer and 'Winter
17. The artist painted
a. from sunrise to sunset .
b. all morning.
c. all afternoon.
d. all evening.
e. both day and night.
18. The artist's studio was made of
a. logs.
b. planks.
c. bricks.
d. concrete.
e . s rones.
19. The studio was spoken of as being
a. cold.
b. draftju--
c. attractive.
d. dark.
e. wet*
20. The studio was compared to a
a. vault.
b. snake den.
c. fire trap.
d. box.
.__
e . cave
•
(Turn this page over and answer five
more questions)
21. The artist did his drawings in
a. oil.
b. water color.
c. pencil,
d. chalk.
e. ink.
22. The artist showed how many folios?
a. 170
b. 370
c. 580
d. 780
e. 870
23. How many species and sub-species had been sketched?
a. 1020
b. 2010
c. 1021
d. 1012
e. 1201
24. The sketches were made from
a. stuffed models.
b. live birds.
c. "paintings of live birds.
d. statues of birds.
e. photographs of birds.
25. The pictures were referred to as being
a. expertly done*
b. well done.
c. accurately done.
d. fairly well done.
e. poorly done.
Insects
Most full-grown insects are killed by cold weather. It is clear,
however, that a few of eacir~kind must live through the winter intone
form or another. For example, grasshoppers which lay eggs in the
ground before the winter comes are soon frozen to death, but their
e^gs hatch out in the following spring.
The praying mantis is a large insect that looks something like a
grasshopper with a long neck. Like a grasshopper, it lives through the
winter in the egg stage. The females lay masses of eggs about the end
of September, which are attached to small twigs or weeds. In the warn
springtime the eggs hatch.
Most insect larvae are soft-bodied creatures that would certainly
freeze during the cold winters of the north if left exposed to the cold.
Some of these, however, live deep in the soil and are thus able to spend
the winter in safety. The Japanese beetle is an interesting example of
this
.
After an active summer spent in chewing up the leaves of some of
our most-valued plants, the females lay ergs in the soil. These hatch
out in the fall, and the larvae begin to grow by feeding chiefly upon
the roots of grass. They then bury themselves in the soil and remain in-
active during the winter months. Later in the spring the larvae turn to
pupae and the adult beetles appear about the end of June. These beetles
are, unfortunately, well adapted to live through our seasons in North
America..
I
Name,}
Underline the correct answers.
Insects
1. Cold weather kills
a. all insects.
b. most_full-rrown Jjaaejzts
.
c. all baby insects.
d. most insect eggs.
e. iaost insect larvae.
2. Grasshoppers lay eggs
a. on ole-nts.
b. under water.
c . in tree trunks
.
d . on animals
.
e. in the ground.
the adult3. After laying eggs,
grasshoppers
a. are killed by weather.
b. sleep until spring.
c. change their shaps.
d. are killed by their mates.
e. crepare a new batch of eggs
4. 0-ras shopper e^gs hatch out in
a. the fall.
b. ranter.
c. spring_.
d. summer.
e. different seasons.
5. The praying mantis is described as
a. long.
b. tiny.
c. large.
d. small.
e. medium size.
6. The praying mantis is different from
a grasshopper because it lias
a. long leggs.
long neck.
c. a~ stinger.
d. large eyes.
e. a soft body.
7. The praying mantis is like a grass-
hopper because it
a. lives all winter in egg forng.
b. eats grass.
c. lives all summer in trees.
d. prays.
e. chews roots.
The praying mantis lays eggs in
a. spring.
b. summer,
c • fall.
d. wi?.iter._.
e* different seasons.
9. The eggs of the praying mantis are
layed
a. in cracks.
b. in the ground.
c. in trees.
d. on weeds
.
e. in a nest.
10. Insect larvae are described as
a. frozen.
b. soft.
c. hard.
d. safe.
e. dangerous.
11. The larvae of the Japanese beetle
spend their winters.
a. attached to twigs.
b. far under water.
c. under tree bark.
d. unaer the earth.
e. in plant leaves.
12. Japanese beetle larvae grow by eating
a. leaves of plants.
b. bark of trees.
c. eggs of beetles.
d. roots of grass.
e. nothing.
13. During the winter the larvae eat
a. grass roots.
b. bark of trees.
c. eggs of beetles.
d. leaves of plants.
e. nothing.
14. The adult beetles appear in
a. sj^ring.
b. summer*
c. fall.
d. winter.
e. different seasons.
15. These beetles are said to be
a . unfortunate
.
b. good.
c. adapted to our climate.
d. useful to us.
e. useful to the Japanese.
16. The Japanese beetle is an immigrant
from
a. China,
b. Jap>an.
c. South America.
d. Canada.
e. horth America.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYSIS OP THE DATA
Before analyzing the data resulting from this study, a re-
statement of the proposed objectives of the study as set forth on
page one is in order. It proposed to examine by experimental means
the differences underlying the measurement of reading comprehension
v/hen two different measures were used: the multiple-choice type
requiring the identification of a correct answer among a group of
suggested answers, and the essay type requiring the unaided repro-
duction of the ideas assimilated in the reading. Simultaneously,
study was to be made of the relationships existing between pupil
achievement on these two measures and the factors of chronological-
age, mental-age
,
reading comprehension, reading vocabulary, and
sex.
The nature of the group $o whom the tests were administered
is here briefly restated by noting that it contained seventy-two
students( fifty-two boys and twenty girls). All students were in
the seventh month of the ninth grade and represented a cross-section
of the particular school in which the testing was done. The students
were younger than the average for the grade, had higher mental-ages
and I.Q.s than the average for the grade, and were average in read-
ing comprehension and vocabulary.
The following outline is ic the order of presentation of the
data:
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Graph Five
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES IT' RECOGNITION AND REPRODUCTION
SCORE
80-81
77-79
RECOGNITION
a.1 1 n u : 1
tfffltm
RECALL / REPRODUCTION RECALL
/ /+-/6 u n it itWffWff
n *i n ~zn- /
5
11 11 a 11 a 11 11 11 u
DO- /U U U I 1 II II II II II II II II
05-07 UM-UM.il U-li-MUMM •
bc-oa M-.U.M-UU 11 II l> !! II II * * *
59-01 ll Li 11 11 1
1
* *
MMM * * *
53~55 MUM44-U * * *
50-5^ uu II • *
UMm » * * * *
J. /. \.r6 MM * * *
m-1 -^3 ******
3O-M-0 * * * *
55-57 *****
32-3^ *********
29-31 it£ ********
26-28 * * *
23-2.5 * * * *
20-22 * * *
17-19 *****
1*1-1
6
*
11-13
8-10 *
5? 7 *
Mean 6k. 26 37.08
Sigma ± 9.09 + 13.68
Range 29-78 5-67
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I. Distribution of raw scores on both tests with 'lean, Si gma
of the distribution^ and range.
Statement as to the percentage of total recall that each
represents
II. Statement of the reliabilities of the separate measures
and explanation of the statistical method involved
III. Statement of the correlation between the two measures.
IV. Supplementary Findings -Table of supplementary correlations
1 . Correlation of age with achievement in both measures
2. Correlation of mental age with achievement in both
measures
.
?. Correlation of Intelligence Quotient with achievement
in both measures.
*t. Correlation of reading comprehension with achievement
in both measures
5. Correlation of reading vocabulary with achievement
in both measures.
6. Correlation of sex with achievement in both measures
7. Examination of the reproductions to note nature
of error
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If these scores(Graph Five) are translated into percentages
of the total number of ideas either recognized or reproduced, we
find that an average of seventy-nine percent of the ideas were
successfully recognized while an average of forty six percent
were successfully reproduced. V/hen these two averages are placed
in relation to each other
,
it is found that, on the average,
fifty-eight percent or slightly over one-half as many ideas were
reproduced as v/ere recognized.
The reliabilities of the two tests were determined by split-
ting each test into two parts. One part of each contained the odd
items in the test and one part of each contained the even items.
As explained in the paragraph on scoring under the section on the
conduct of the experiment, each Ifcdea counted in the reproduction was
represented by a question in the multiple-choice examination; hence
each reproduced idea could be assigned an odd or even number
according to the number of the multiple-choice question that
paralleled it. This method for/determini ng comparative reliabilities!
was not found used in the research in the field.
When this splitting was accomplished, the two halves so
obtained were correlated by means of the Fearson Product foment
formula and were then corrected by means of the Spearman-Brown
formula to a give a value that would have been derived if it had
not been necessary to split the tests.
A Pearson nr" coefficient of reliability of .89+P.i. .02
was obtained on the multiple-choice test. A Pearson "r" coefficient
of reliability of .9^ +P.E. .009 was obtained on the the reproduction.
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The two separate measures were then correlated one with the
other with a resultant Pearson "r M of .28 + P.E. .07
The above correlations were the most important for the pur-
poses of this study, but the relationship of the two measures of
this study with some of the other factors that might affect these
measures was' also measured and inter correlations obtained. The
mathematical accuracy of all correlations was made more certain
through the use of "Kelley Correlation Charts" These cor-
relations without comment are as follows:
Multiple-Choice Reproduction
Age + .003( Zero) -.06 (Zero)
Mental-Age + . 35j*P.E. .0? +.?*f +_ P.E. .07
1/ q.* + .38+P.E. .07 +.27 + P.E. .07
Reading Comprehension( Iowa) +..54+P.E. .06 +.17 +_ P.E. .08
Reading Vocabulary (Iowa) * ,66+P.E. .05 + .35 + P.E. .07
T. L. Kelley; Kelley Correlation Chart, World Book Co.
A comparison of the achievement of boys and girls on the
two tests indicated the following:
Multiple-Choice Reproduction
Mean of the Boys 64.86 36.23
mean of the Girls 63.25 39.1
Total mean 64.26 37.08
A correlation of sex with achievement on each measure was
obtained using the formula
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The correlations so obtained were + .03+_P.E. .08 and *+.0*f+
>
P.E..08
for multiple-choice and reproduction respectively. Neither were
significantly different from zero.
The analysis of the reproductions was made by recording all
the errors as they were found in the reproductions in order that
a more careful perusal of them would sort them into definite types
or patterns. Eecause of the nature of these errors and the per-
tinence they have to the conclusions of this study, treatment of
them has been reserved for the next chapter.
This chapter merely presented a breakdown of the data
with no attempt to interpret them. This was done to allow an
overview of the statistical treatment before any conclusions
were drawn.

CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
AND
FURTHER RESEARCH
The hypothesis as stated in Chapter One proposed that the
multiple-choice examination which was referred to as the measure
of recall by recog-ni ti on does not rank a class of students of a x
single grade in the same rela tive order as does the essay examinat-
ion which is referred to as the measure of recall by reproduction
Not only will the rank order be different but the relationship
existing between the two will be extremely insi gni f i cant
.
The conclusions made here must be restricted to these two
measures when used to measure reading comprehension following a
single reading at the ninth grade level. It is possible, however,
that they would hold in other testing situations and at other grade
levels. The conclusions are as follows:
1 . Both measures have high reliability when it is recognized that
the reliability coefficients were determined at a single grade leve
2. As might have been expected the achievement of pupils in terms
of ideas successfully recalled is greater on the recognition test
than on the reproduction test. The percentage of material that a
student can reproduce in writing after a single reading as about
one-half of the material that he could successful"!; identify.
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The amount reproduced is approximately forty-six percent of the
amount read while the amount identified is approxirately seventy-
nine percent of the amount read.
3. Both the preliminary study and the main study indicated that
the community of function between the two measures was very slight
( "r" =.28 in both studies) which means that they were not meas-
uring- the same thing.
Educators, it would seem, place as their aim the assimilation
by pupils of the materials the pupils read with sufficient underst-
anding to reproduce, orally or in writing, that material at some
future date. If the multiple choice examination has been chosen
to test these aims and validity has been sacrificed for a non-
existent superiority in objectivity, an error is being made. The
number involved in this experiment was small but the trend of the
data seems to be a consistent one. After drawing tentative conclu-
sions from the supplementary data, the author would turn the read-
ers' attention to the kinds of errors that the multiple-choice
examination^ obscures.
The supplementary data indicate : zero correlation between
chronological age and both measures and enual positive correlation
between mental-age and both measures. Here the similarity stops
and the reader will observe less positive correlation between
reproduction and the factors of I.Q.
,
Reading comprehension and
vocabulary than between recognition and these factors. It may be
concluded that the multiple-choice test measures much the same func-
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tions as the usual reading test if the Iowa Every-Pupil may be
considered a representative measure. At the same time it must
be concluded that the correlation of the reproduction test with
this representative reading test (Iowa) is not significantly
greater than zero so the reproduction test must be testing some
other function. Reproduction does have a positive correlation
with reading vocabulary but that relationship is much smaller thai
indicated between multiple-choice and reading vocabulary.
Sex has no apparent relationship or effect on achievement
in either measure.
To attempt to determine some reason for the low community
of function between the two measures and between reproduction and
the usual reading test, the investigator turned to the reproductions
themselves to record and examine the errors as they occurred.
The conclusions now drawn cannot be statistically proven by this
study but stand as the hypothesis for the next. They are 4hese: the
multiple-choice test ,as a test of reading comprehension, by its
nature obscures from the teacher one of the most important elements
of true comprehension of things read; namely, the^rderly mental
organization of the materials read, witnout reversals in sequence,
divisions in sequence not previously existing, coalitions of unrela
-
ted facts, and other general errors in the correct classification
of the material for accurate and complete memory.
ithin these selections there were two sequences of fact
that brought to light a major type of error that the recognition
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examination would not detect. One of these sequences is in the
"Pigeon" selection in which it is necessary to discriminate between
the two separate birds and organize both experiences in terms of
direction, time, distance, and method of travel. Chaos reigned.
Some connected the trip of the bird in the hold of the ship with
a third bird introducing a division that did not originally exist.
The boat ride is made independent of the record flight. Some com-
pounded the round trip into a one-way .voyage in the ship's hold
statin*?- that that was the vehicle that responsible for the record
including a reversal in the ship's direction so that it went to
Saigon with the bird. Some conn -c ted the ship and bird rather light-
ly by stating that the bird followed the ship or followed the ship's
route. One averred that the bird flew in an airplane. Others made
one trip out of both birds and ingeniously had everything happen
to the composite. There are countless others but all except the
simple additions, omissions, or substitutions of single facts have
an element of disorder in common. The last selection provides the
other most striking example. In the story of "Insects" it is neces-
sary to discriminate carefully amon^those read about: the grasshopper,
the praying mantis, and the Japanese veetle; and, then, the reader
must apply to each the characteristics peculiar to eahh . Errors
vary from a blanket error in which the reproduction mentions one k
composite insect to smaller errors that include a variety of con-
fusions and misapplications. Here, it would seem, lies the crux
of the difference between the two measures or at least one great
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factor in that difference.
The main purpose of this study was served in the develop-
ment and statistical comparison of two measures of reading comp-
rehension. As in all research it served a greater purpose by
opening to the investigator new areas of possible research.
The most important of these in the light of this study would be
a careful study of the reasons for the difference in function of
the two measures of reading comprehension. The starting point might
derive from the principal types of error noted in the reproductions
of this study. A series of selections of increasingly complex
organization could be developed, tried out , and graded. When
perfected, such a measure would be an excellent yardstick for
the measuring of one of the most important reading functions, namely,
the mental organization of material read. The grading would enable
the tester to determine the mental age location of differing subtle-
ties of thought s~o provide a clearer method of textbook analysis
than the shotgun vocabulary method now in use.
In conjunction with or even preceding- the study of the thought
content of menta^orgar.iaation might come a study of the mechanical
difficulties that affect adequate reproduction. These mechanical
difficulties may be speed of reading and speed and quality ofX
handwriting. It may v/ell be that a slow writer or a poor writer
will not do his best to recall everything but will accurately
reproduce all that he attempts.
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A study of the differences of performance on different
kinds of material like narrative, factual, inferential, etc.
might be made with reproduction as the method of measurement.
Other factors than the one suggested in the first possibility for
might be isolated,
further research. The amount of any single kind of material in
A
this study was not sufficient to warrant such a treatment
If it is true that teachers teach for"permanent" learning
it might be valuable to make a study of the ability to reproduce
material taught and correlate such an ability with teachers' marks.
Although the supplementary data of this study indicated
an imperceptible relationship between I.Q. as obtained on a group
test not given to all simultaneously, a study correlating ability
to reproduce studied material with I.Q. as measured by an individually
administered and more reliable test might show significant relation-
ship.
It seems true that reproduction more nearly measures the
affective power of a thought in the mind of a reader than does
recognition. It is one step further in the permanent retention
of things learned and as such should not be abandoned. If the so-
called "negw-type" examination is not a valid instrument ino trwmcnt
in measuring the things brought out in reproduction; and^, if reprod-
uction is the level of recall upon which v/e wigh the minds of our
children to operatej it seems imperative to examine ever more closely
our instruments for the valid measurement of our avowed aims.
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Appendix C.
Reproduction Samples

Appendix C.
Appended are exact copies of a few of the more "startling"
reproductions plus some of the more mature ones. It is obvious
as^which are good and which are poor. They are exhibit "A"
in ±he evidence leading to the suggestions for further research
made in this study.

Pigeons
A homing pigeon was released from Arras, France on August 15,
1931 to fly back to Saifron, Indo-China. He made the trip in 2*f days
\
making- the longest homing pip-eon flight ever recorded. How the pig-
eondoes it is unexplainable to us. The pigeon was brought around
India through the Ped Sea and the Kedditerainean Sea in the hold of
a ship, so that it might not find landmarks as it would on short
flights in known territory. Yet he managed to make the trip of 7200
miles in 24 days
.
The birds do not neccesssri lly have to be in the air, as
was proven by a pigeon released f^om El Paso, Texas, that was supposed
to fly to Fort Bliss. Someone found the pigeon and wished to keep
it. This person clipped its winrs but the bird arrived, walking
,
several days later.
Pigeons (Peigons)
In 1931 a carrier peigon was set free to fly to Texas but
could not find his way but most peigons have famous landmark by
which he will reconized.

Mice
More than a thousand people in the British Uses are raising
mice. Almost every week they have a show. People like the idea so
much that a unusual finely colored mouse may be worth around 750
dollars
.
Prize mice may be either black, white, brown, red, blue, or
cream colored. Perfect mice are 7-8 inches long with big eyes far
apart
.
Mice raising is liked as a hobby because they have prizes of
25-50 dollars. Doctors like mice raising because they are good for
making tests they( the mice) are more sensitive than rats and under -
nourishment shows on them in a hr. while it wouldn't show on a
child for a week or more.
Mice breeding is also good for the fur coat business you
can make a coat of mice skin for only $350 dollars.
Mouse breeding is not an expensive hobby it only cost one
mousery 75 cents to feed 3000 mice on eggs(not cooked) oats, bread
and milk. Cheese isnt good for mice because it heats their blood.
Mice
Over a thousand people are rasing mice in England. Hardly
a week goes by but a mice show goes on. They like it so much that
mice that are colored cost 5750.
There are colors such as cream chocolate, blue. Most of th e
ones that raise them are doctors. They rise them for tasteing food
so to protect the children and babies.
It hardly costs anything to feed an mice 750 a day for ^00
mice who eats oats, milk bread raw epgs . No cheese because it
over heats the blood.

Painter
About 11 years an editor gave a man this address to look look
up, Hex Brashers, bird painter, Bog Hollow near Kent, Connecticut.
He was said to be the 20th Century Audoban.
The man went to Bog; Hollow during a driving blizzard and told
he would find Rex Brasher on the side of Rattlesnake Mountain. He
went and he found Rex, Rex was 55 years aod, tall, guant, and friend-
ly. Rex had been painting birds pictures since he was -20 years aid.
He lived in a little shack near the woods. In the cold of winter,
or on a day when there was a blizzard he would go out in the snow
or cold and paint pictures. Even in freezing waters hw would stay
and paint pictures of birds.
He took the man back to the house and showed him 870 paint-
ings of birds that showed 1201 distinct types of birds that were
exactly correct even to the color of their eyes and their postures
and colors were very life like.
Painter
One day a painter send a message to Kent Conn, for Pot for
him to come and his him. When he got there he friend was laying 3kin
the eaves of a rattlesnakd. He took pictures and painted them of
birds. He laid on ice in the winter just ttb get the picture of birds.
Then he took him to his hut and showed him many of the pictures
he had. He took down about 870 and 1202 of something. It was the
20th year of the Aubume.

Insects
">ost insects are killed by cold weather. But however, a few
live throught the '.'.-inter one wuy or a. ov ;er. ; or exarr.pie, the grass-
hopper iays its orgs in the ground before winter cones, and they ore
froozen, but when spring co.ies around they hatch out*
:he praying mantis looks a little like the ranshopper, but has a long
nock* it lives Uuough winter in the egg stage like the grassho pes
Maeses of eggs are layed by the feraale on twigs or weeds in ..opt.
In the spring the eggs hatch.
•ost insect 3arvae are soft and ^ould certainly froe ze in
the winter. one of those liwe durin,. the winter deep in the oil
thus esca, e freezing* -he Japanese beetle is one that docs this.
After feeding on loaves of our plants in the auorser the fe-
male again lays eggs in the ooil. heee hatch in the fall. Thv
2 rvac c .: c» to
;
.row by feeding on roots and
; r sa. .hey then bury
UiOiuselvee in the soil for the winter. ater in the spring ihe
larvae turns into the pupae stage and along the end of June the
adult beetle appears. Unfortunately these beetles have adapted
:hc;; : - elves to cur . i .or.
Inooc te
oat insects are killed by cold weather but the forioles lay
eggs to hatch in the spring for example praying raantis.
Most insects are soft-bodied so they son't live but none 11*4
ueneath the ground. Ja,. creese beetle.
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